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Fashionista
Wardrobe manager and curator app.
Have you ever thrown all your clothes on the bed trying to
arrange an outfit? 

Or ever found a piece of clothing in a store and wanted to
figure out if it will match with an item you own? 

Wake up in the morning with no idea what to wear? 


Fashionista will help you manage your wardrobe and
outfits from your pocket. 


• Easily find all the clothes items you own.


• Build and curate outfits by combining your clothes
for hassle free matching.  


• Keep track of your usage and your favourite outfits


• Receive recommendations on outfits and new items
based on your style 


UX Skills
Lean UX

User Research

Ideation

UI Design 

Interaction Design

Information Architecture
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Research & Ideation
Use Cases
Following the Lean UX methodology for a quick turnaround,
I started by ideating and sketching a few ideas to narrow
down my project direction. I then validated that vision with
a brief survey. 

Engaging with their wardrobes, users typically fall in one of
the following cases:

1. Need to match multiple pieces of clothes to decide what
matches without making a mess. 

2. Want to plan what to wear ahead of an event.

3. While shopping, users want to recall the items they have
to compare or match with what they are shopping for. 


Requirements
• Match items in the app to create an outfit combination

• Keep track of outfits worn and planned  


• Quickly find an item in a wardrobe 

• Filter Items in the following hierarchy: 
• Season 
• Style  
• Color 
• Accessories
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Screens and Flow
Home

• Outfit recommendation based on the season and
weather.

• Navigation to: 
• Search  
• Wardrobe 
• Create an Outfit 
• Saved Outfits

Search

Filter by Season, Category, and Colors

Outfit Details

• View the main items in the outfit.  
• Edit the outfit details.

Outfit Builder

• Select items from each of the categories  
• Fill in the outfit details: Name, Category, Season etc.

Full interactive prototype

https://www.aelamir.com/fashionista

Full view of the outfit builder page
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Challenges

Potential Expansion

The on-boarding process may be tedious for users who
have a large wardrobe if they have to add each piece of
clothing to the app. One alternative would be for users to
input a selection of pictures of themselves or others wearing
an outfit or item. 

Each picture can then be used to highlight multiple items for
reference. 



Integrate with online stores to:

• Fill in details for added items

• Find recommendations of similar and matching items

• Compare owned and other items while shopping online



While building an outfit, users may want to add multiple
layers of a level or accessories. So far the builder is limited
to one item at each level.

In-app Clothes Scanner to isolate pieces of clothes from an
image.

AR/3D modelling to showcase how all outfit pieces would
look together when worn (incorporate with user image).

Next Steps
Mock screens for onboarding and adding items. 

User testing to validate assumptions and flow.


Integrate with other platforms such as LikeToKnowIt to easily
add clothes promoted by influencers etc. 
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Design Spec and Credits

Fonts

Main Components
outfit selector large

H1 Futura Bold 20

Icons
search

header
Created by Flatart
from the Noun Project

H2 Futura Lt 18

navigation footer

Created by BlackActurus
from the Noun Project

H3 Futura Md 14
Created by Pasquale Ottaiano

Label Futura Reg 20

from the Noun Project

outfit selector small

Secondary Label Futura Md 12

outfit selector wide (alt)
Created by icons.design
from the Noun Project

Caption Futura lt 14 lowercase

Body Futura Lt 15

Created by Landan Lloyd
from the Noun Project

Other sources

Colors

All images sourced from Unsplash

Illustrations from drawkit.io
Primary
Accent

Secondary
Accent

Body

Secondary

Body

Main

Body

On

Primary
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Self Assessment
Grade: 27/30
Losing marks for:


Research and originality:

The depth of the idea and its potential is not reflected in the
final design, just the concept. 


Spacing:

The spacing of the images with text can be improved with
some more white space and information hierarchy. This can
be discovered with more sketches of these screens.  


Navigation: 

(With more feedback on user priorities) Navigation elements
can be improved to more clearly guide users through the
interface.  


This grade was selected based on the evaluations and
feedback received in the previous assignments.

Reflection
Fashionista is meant to be a simple app to solve a
seemingly simple problem however there may be a few
ways to go about it. The design concept may seem shallow
through these screens since presenting a collection or items
is straight forward but the depth is in the Outfit Builder
screen. My goal was to experiment with the interactivity of
building an outfit. 

The full interactive design can be found in the included link
(aelamir.com/fashionista).


Reflecting on the project now, I realize that the challenge
was to innovate while maintain a realistic design. I would
like to redesign the builder interface with fewer constraints
to find more creative alternatives. 


I am excited about this concept because although simple, it
has a lot of potential for expansion. From including random
outfit suggestions to more curated suggestions using other
fashion sources. Even expanding to other form factors.
Integrating with smart home assistants with screens can
make Fashionista a seamless daily use.
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Appendix: Ideation sketches

